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The courses in which undergraduate students are first exposed to abstract mathematics (with
proofs) usually include a fair amount of elementary set theory, since this is the language and
background information presupposed in other parts of mathematics. The topics covered in such a
course often include the Boolean operations, relations, functions, equivalence relations, orderings,
and the natural number system (inductive proofs and recursive definitions). It has been suggested
(often by category theorists) that one can profitably use category theory rather than set theory as
the basic framework for mathematics. So it would seem reasonable to develop the basic concepts
of category theory along with, or even instead of, set theory in an introductory course in abstract
mathematics. The book under review records such a course.

Except for introductory material, the book is in five parts, namely (I) The category of sets,
(II) The algebra of composition (isomorphisms, retractions, idempotents, etc.), (III) Categories of
structured sets (graphs, sets-with-endomap, monoids, natural numbers), (IV) Elementary universal
mapping properties (products and sums), and (V) Higher universal mapping properties (exponen-
tials and subobject-classifiers). Each part begins with an “article”, a highly condensed summary of
the main definitions and theorems in that part. There follow several “sessions”, which record class
sessions in which the material is gradually discussed, with plentiful examples. Although edited,
these sessions reproduce much of the classroom atmosphere, including comments and questions
from the students, as well as familiar exhortations from the instructor, such as: “It is impossible
to do any problems if you don’t know what the words mean. Therefore it is very important that
you learn the definitions.”{The reviewer suspects that some material was lost in the editing pro-
cess, since there are a few references to previous comments that seem to be missing. This may
also account for the occasional occurrences of notation and terminology that have not yet been
explained.}

Most of the categories explicitly discussed in the book are categories of presheaves on very small
categories; the categories of sets, of sets-with-endomap, and of directed graphs are used as the
standard examples throughout the book, though categories of continuous spaces are mentioned
occasionally (without formal definition). Much emphasis is placed on the category way of thinking,
translating as much as possible into the language of maps and composition and describing the
essential characteristics of constructions as universal properties. But functors are discussed only
briefly, and natural transformations not at all. (In view of the level of the students, this seems
entirely appropriate.)

Many of the usual topics of elementary set theory are here, though sometimes in a different form,
but others are not. In particular, equivalence relations are absent (although partitions appear as
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maps into a set of labels), and the only orderings defined are pre-orderings (in the very last session;
they could have served well as examples earlier). The natural number system is studied at length,
mainly as the free set-with-endomap on one generator (though this terminology is not used), so
definition by recursion is discussed, at least in the situation of iteration of a map, but proof by
mathematical induction is not. Cantor’s diagonal argument is presented, in a form that emphasizes
the role of fixed-points which is important in more sophisticated applications of the same idea.
{Reviewer’s remarks: The reviewer would, for a class of beginners, give more motivation earlier

for some of the concepts. For example, the notion of a mapf :A → B respecting specified
endomaps ofA and ofB is defined on page 60 (as the obvious commutativity condition), but just
how commutativity corresponds to an intuitive notion of “respecting” is first mentioned in passing
on page 155 (in the middle of a discussion of more complicated matters) and really explained
on pages 172ff. Another point that may confuse students is the introduction on page 58, without
any special fanfare, of functions whose domains and codomains consist of functions; such an
abstraction, though second-nature to mathematicians, has confused many a student. The danger is
especially acute since the notationf(g) has been previously mentioned as an alternative tof ◦ g.}

Reviewed byAndreas Blass
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